
MOP BUCKETMOP BUCKET
AVAILABLE WITHAVAILABLE WITH  
DOWN PRESSDOWN PRESS &  & SIDE PRESSSIDE PRESS
WRINGERWRINGER

BUILT TO
LAST:
A corrosion
resistant handle
and hardware
ensure durability
and a prolonged  
service life even
in challenging
environments
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SMOOTH MOBILITY:
Equipped with 3" gray casters for an
effortless glide across any surface,
providing greater maneuverability and
protecting floors from scuffs and marks

STANDARD CAPACITY:
The 32- 35 quart bucket allows
for compatibility with any
mops under 32 oz in size

AVAILABLE IN TWO OPTIONS:
Available in both down press and side
press options to meet different needs 

**PICTURED HERE IS OUR
DOWN PRESS MODEL



SPRINGS

Our down press wringer prioritizes
user-friendliness and ease. An up
and down motion allows for
greater leverage from users with
less effort expelled, reducing
fatigue in comparison to a side
press mechanism.

FINDING THE BEST FIT

WEBSITE: www.tolcocorp.com  •   PHONE:  (419) 241-1113  •   EMAIL: orders@tolcocorp.com  
FAX:  (419) 241-3035  •  1920 LINWOOD AVENUE TOLEDO, OH 43604

DOWN PRESS

Our side press wringer applies
pressure evenly across the mop
head, enabling efficient liquid
extraction with little effort. A
widely popular style among JanSan
professionals, this wringer offers   
high-performing value in a familiar
design.

SIDE PRESS

REPLACEMENT PARTS AVAILABLE AS NEEDED:

#280601
280606

#280602
280607

#280604
250609

#280603
280608

HANDLE WHEEL CASTERS WRINGERS



Item Number 

Item Size (LxWxH)
 
Item Weight (LBS.)

UPC 

Case Count
 
Country of Origin

Item Number 

Item Size
 
Item Weight

280600

20" x 16" x 13"

 

12.70

280605

23" x 14.75" x 25.25"

 

13.60

0000000000000000

1

 

China

Tolco’s Mop Buckets are designed for professional and commercial cleaning
environments, offering an efficient solution for floor maintenance. To ensure optimal
performance and longevity, users should follow these guidelines:

Preparation: Before use, ensure the mop bucket is clean and free from debris. Fill the
bucket with the appropriate cleaning solution, following the manufacturer's
recommendations for dilution ratios.

Mopping: Submerge the mop into the cleaning solution and then place it into the
wringer. Press down on the wringer lever firmly but gently to squeeze out excess liquid
from the mop. Adjust the pressure applied based on the desired mop dampness for your
specific cleaning task.
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FAX:  (419) 241-3035  •  1920 LINWOOD AVENUE TOLEDO, OH 43604

INSTRUCTIONS & USE

Removing the Wringer:
Grasp the wringer basket with one hand.
With the other hand, press down on the
container unit.
While maintaining pressure, pull the
wringer basket straight upwards to
detach it from the container.

Mobility: Utilize the mop bucket's non-marking swivel casters to easily move the unit
across various surfaces without causing scuffs or marks. For best maneuverability,
ensure the path is clear of obstacles and debris.

Maintenance: After each use, thoroughly rinse the mop bucket and wringer with clean
water. Dry the components to prevent the buildup of mold and mildew. Regularly
inspect the casters and wringer mechanism for wear and tear, replacing parts as
necessary to maintain optimal performance.

Reassembling the Wringer:
Align the grooves on the wringer basket
with the corresponding grooves on the
container unit.
Hold the wringer basket at a 45-degree
angle, with the bottom of the basket
pointing upwards towards the container.
At this slanted angle, gently slide the
wringer basket downwards into the
container until it fits into place.**
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DOWN PRESS SIDE PRESS


